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Henderson Waves Bridge, Singapore

Bridges are all about features, form and function. Henderson

Waves Bridge in Singapore proves this point impressively.

This wooden sculpted bridge featuring a floating wave-form is

a connecting link between two parks. It protects the

pedestrians from the Sun and rain all day long and when

illuminated at night, stuns the viewers by its pure elegance.
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This issue sets the well-being mindset by introducing the most crucial aspect that is Sleep with the occasion of World Sleep Day. The theme for this year is Quality Sleep,

Sound Mind, Happy World. An expert article by Dr Satish Kumar Sharma takes us through the Forest Parks with special reference to those in Rajasthan. To keep up with

the health consciousness vibes, one of our science-coordinator teacher, Radha Gupta presents us with a thought-provoking poem in Hindi on Balanced Diet and its impact on

our Health. For refreshing our minds from the every day monotonous lifestyles, Chetan Gogia walks us through an entrepreneurial perspective on Creativity and Innovation.

We have received quite a lot of article contributions throughout the year, that we have had to select the most befitting ones. On World Laughter Day, Dr Lalit Sharma

elaborates on the various types and benefits of laughter along with some interesting proverbs indicating how the world thinks about laughter. We finally have an informative

account on the composition of Tea, one of the widely consumed beverage across the globe. This article has been contributed by O. P. Sinha on the occasion of International Tea

Day celebrations. There are some key links in the announcements section for you to interact and communicate to your connections.

We are very grateful to our contributors for sharing with us a piece of their expertise and the overall efforts and support of the editorial team, without whom none of this would

be worth the quality time of our readers. Having gone through this issue, our team is certain that your creative self shall be aroused.

- Er Neha Sharma
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Amidst the hustle-bustle of our everyday lives, all it takes to keep us inspired and going is perhaps, an occasional stroll in the

nature or exploring resplendent monuments. Owing to refreshed beginnings this year, I, on behalf of Vigyan Setu Foundation and

the entire editorial team, would like to present to you the Second Issue of our Second Year of “Vigyan Setu”. This is VSF’s

(Vigyan Setu Foundation®) quarterly, bilingual e-magazine carrying articles, write-ups, and news around the globe, anecdotes,

stories, poems, puzzles and much more to sensitize you, amuse you, and make you aware of how Science is a Way of Life. We are

extremely pleased with the variety of themes our experts and young writers have prepped for in advance with an aim to motivate

you to take action on the special days of scientific interest from March 2022 to May 2022.

Having turned 10 this year, VSF family has witnessed significant growth over the decade since existence, especially in the recent

years. To sustain our efforts, we are in the constant process of encouraging contributions in the form of donations, volunteering as

well as creative content from you. So here is our appeal to Extend your Helping Hands so that our VSF Family evolves to achieve

greater feats in bridging Science and Society. The coming quarter shall see plenty of days rather weeks of activities starting off

with a Slogan Writing Competition on the occasion of World Water Day. In this issue, we have covered a variety of themes that

influence us and form an integral part of our every day lives. Through the various content contributions by our experts, we have

been reminded of a popular quote from the Fearless Motivation says that “The BEST Project that YOU will ever work on is YOU”.

https://vigyansetufoundation.in/
https://vigyansetufoundation.in/contribute/
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Dr K Sambandan, a Doctoral Degree holder in Botany,

is presently Head of the Department of Botany of

Arinagar Anna Government Arts and Science College,

Karaikal (Puducherry). His expertise lies in the field of

Plant Mycology. He has twenty-six publications in

national and international journals.

1
Prof Malini K V is presently acting as Head,

Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering,

Sri Sairam College of Engineering, Bengaluru. In

addition, she is Coordinator - Innovation and

Entrepreneurship Development Centre and Ambassador –

MHRD Institutions’ Innovation Cell. Her expertise lies in

the areas of Power Systems, Renewable Energy, Energy

Management and Auditing, Power Electronics and

Drivers, and skill development & Entrepreneurship. She

carries around two decades of industrial and more than a decade’s academic

experience. With more than a dozen of publications at national and

international level, she has two patents to her credit. She is a recipient of

number of prestigious awards including Academic Excellence Award,

Distinguished Women in Engineering, Distinguished Leader in Engineering,

Best Women Engineering College Teacher, and Visionary Leader Award.

Dr Balwinder Singh Sooch holds PhD in

Biotechnology, LLB (IPRs), and MBA degrees. He is

currently working as Associate Professor and HoD in the

Department of Biotechnology of Punjabi University,

Patiala. Additionally, he is acting as Deputy Coordinator

– IPRs and Technology Transfer Cell of Punjabi

University. He is a recipient of Sanmaan Pattar for

services in science education and awareness, Bharat Jyoti

Ms. Swati Sharma is a graduate in

Telecommunication Engineering and holds dual

Master’s Degrees, Masters of Science in Marketing

Management and Masters in Business Management

from EDHEC Business School. Her skill set includes

Market Research, Product Management, Marketing

and Product Strategy, and Consumer Research.

Mr Nilesh Deokar is triple Master’s Degrees holder

in Physics and presently PhD scholar at Institut für

Kernphysik, Mainz, Germany, researching in

Experimental Nuclear Physics. His core strength lies

in the areas of Component assembly and testing,

Software data analysis using C++ and Root, Team

collaboration, Communication, Powder XRD, NMR,

GPC to name a few.

Award given by India International Friendship Society, and DCS Award

accorded by International Union of Food Science & Technology – Montreal

(Canada). Having delivered more than three hundred lectures on basic sciences,

biotechnology, and IPRs, Dr Sooch holds five patents and has more than fifty

publications in international journals and books to his credit.

Mar 2022 – May 2022
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Sleep for Well-being

Science behind sleep: We all have an internal body clock that regulates our

sleep cycle, controlling when we feel tired and are ready to retire to get refreshed and

alert. This clock works on twenty-four hours cycle also known as circadian rhythm.

The sleep drive or sleep-awake homeostasis is possibly linked to adenosine, an organic

compound produced in the brain. The levels of adenosine increase throughout the

day’s activity as we become tired, and during the sleep. The body breaks down this

compound.

The circadian rhythm is also influenced by light. In the hypothalamus of our brain,

specialised cells called suprachiasmatic nucleus, processes signals when our eyes are

exposed to natural or artificial light. These signals determines whether it is day or

night. With natural light disappearing in the evening, our body releases melatonin, a

hormone that causes drowsiness. While at the daybreak, our body releases another

hormone, cortisol, that promotes energy and alertness.

Stages of sleep: Once asleep, our body follows a four-stages sleep-cycle. Of these,

first three stages are called non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep and the fourth is

known as rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.

Stage 1 NREM: It marks the transition between wakefulness and sleep, consisting of

light sleep. Muscles relax and the heart rate, breathing, and eye movements began to

slow down, along with the brain waves, which are otherwise active during the period

of alertness. This stage normally lasts for several minutes.

Stage 2 NREM: It is characterized by deeper sleep with continuous slowing down of

heart rate and breathing and muscle becoming relaxed. Eye movements cease and

body temperature decreases. Brain waves more or less remains slow. This stage is the

longest of all the four sleep stages.

Stage 3 NREM: This stage decides how much fresh and alert we would wake up.

With lowest levels of brain activity along with heart and breathing rates, this stage

remains longer initially but goes on decreasing in duration throughout the night.

REM: Within ninety minutes of falling asleep, our eyes start moving back and forth,

rapidly under our eyelids. There is increase in heart and breathing rates, and blood

pressure. Dreams occur during this stage. As the night progresses duration of REM

sleep cycles increases. The duration of this stage decreases with our age, resulting in

spending more time during NREM stages.

Age Group Age Range
Recommended Amount 

of Sleep per Day

New-born 0-3 months 14-17 hours

Infant 4-11 months 12-15 hours

Toddler 1-2 years 11-14 hours

Preschool 3-5 years 10-13 hours

School-age 6-13 years 9-11 hours

Teen 14-17 years 8-10 hours

Young Adult 18-25 years 7-9 hours

Adult 26-64 years 7-9 hours

Older Adult 65 years or older 7-8 hours

Sleep per Day: 
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Sleep for well-being: Sleep plays a vital role in maintaining

better health and well-being, throughout our life. All through the

sleep, our body is working to support body functions, importantly

brain activity. Deprivation of sleep over a period of time may

result in serious health risks. Apart from our alertness, it might

adversely affect our heart, metabolism, and even immunity.

Circulatory system: During NREM sleep stage, our blood pressure and heart

rate decreases due to activation of parasympathetic system. Hence the heart does

not work as hard as it does when we are awake. However, during REM sleep and

once we are awake, sympathetic system gets activated thereby increasing our

heart rate and blood pressure. Those who do not get enough sleep or wake up

frequently may have a high risk of high blood pressure, ischemic heart disease,

obesity and stroke.

Hormonal imbalance: Production of different hormones at different times of the

day and is influenced by the circadian clock of an individual. Cortisol that

promotes alertness is released in the morning, and then there are other hormones

that follow a twenty-four-hour pattern depending on the age of an individual.

Metabolism: Different sleep patterns or our circadian clocks handles body fat

differently. Our sleep cycle ensures that our liver is ready to help digest fats at

appropriate times. Eating at unusual times too affect the fat digestion, adversely.

Likewise, deprived sleep may result in (i) increased levels of leptin and ghrelin, the

hunger controlling hormones, (ii) decreased ability to respond to insulin, (iii)

increased consumption of fatty, sweet, or salty food, and (iv) decreased physical

activity. All in all, these changes result in overweight and obesity.

Immune system: Even immune system is influenced by the sleep pattern, as it

becomes more active at different times of the day. During sleep, certain type of

immune cells are working hard, hence, in many individuals sleep deprivation often

increases of chances of catching cold or other infections.

Thinking ability and memory power: Sleep assists with learning ability and

formation of long-term memories. Lack of sleep leads to cognitive problems

including focusing on tasks, decreased concentration and impaired thinking ability.

World Sleep Day: World Sleep Day is an annual event, held on the Friday

preceding the Spring Vernal Equinox, intended to be a celebration of sleep and a

call to action on important issues related to sleep, including medicine, education,

social aspects and driving. It is organized by the World Sleep Day Committee of

World Sleep Day Society and aim to lessen the burden of sleep problems on

society through better prevention and management of sleep disorders.

The theme and slogan of World Sleep Day 2022 is

Quality Sleep, Sound Mind, Happy World

file:///C:/Users/HP/Desktop/VSF/March22/Sleep/World%20Sleep%20Day%202022%20_%20Public%20Holiday%20Guide_files/10-Tips-for-Better-Sleep.jpg
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Forest parks are different from municipal parks. An area of forest,

that is delineated as a park for the public to enjoy and for

conservation activities as well is called a forest park. These parks

are very important tools to enhance eco- tourism. They are not for

recreational purpose alone but also help in creating awareness

and in ex-situ and in-situ conservation of many plant species.

Mar 2022 – May 2022

- Dr. Satish Kumar Sharma 
Rajasthan Forest Service (Retd.)

All habit and life forms like trees, shrubs, herbs, climbers, lianas, tuberous

plants, epiphytes, parasites etc. can be seen in the forest parks. Plant

storeyfication, terrain and other features are kept in their original natural

form in these forest parks.

Generally, forest parks have a large sized area. Walking paths and trails are

generally not kept straight and of easy gradient. Paths and trails are aligned

in curvi-linear pattern, and they pass 'touching' all the natural features

confined to the area. Part of these paths pass through plains and part from

sloppy tough terrain.

Forest parks generally support good wildlife too. Moths, butterflies,

dragonflies, millipedes, centipedes, scorpion, snails, frogs, toads, lizards,

snakes, birds and various type of mammal can be seen in the forest parks.

Even sometimes panther and tigers too can be spotted.

Forest parks are rich in animal evidences as well. More silence is experienced

in the forest parks. These sites generally remain pollution free or have low

pollution level. They are true ‘Oxy-parks’ of the nature. Since more wilderness

is there, hence single person may sometime feel uneasy while roaming in a

forest park. Small groups or family groups enjoy more. Some parks are so big

that jeep safari or even self-vehicle drive too can be enjoyed. Forest parks are

much enjoyed by the students as they use them like botanical and zoological

gardens. Forest parks are much liked by bird watchers, nature photographers

and tree spotters.

Thus, eco- tourists of various taste enjoy a forest parks in different ways.
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Forest parks of Rajasthan:

After independence, Forest Department, Rajasthan has developed a good network of forest parks all over the state. Few parks are especially dedicated to the

medicinal plants of the state. Such parks are important to improve the ‘medical tourism’ in the state. Few important forest parks of the state are listed below:
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Forest parks of Rajasthan:

Forest parks become picturesque during rainy season and when they are in full bloom. Their visible biodiversity varies in different seasons. Tuberous plants

and ephemerals appear during rainy season, hence more plant diversity can be seen during monsoons. Even more animal diversity is seen during this season.

Forest parks are liked by the eco- tourists round the year, but they attract more tourists during rainy season and winters.
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- राधा गुप्ता

शिशिका, कशिशित्री, शिज्ञान संचाररका, 
शिपनेट क्लब समन्िशिका

*संतुलित आहार*

आईये आपको संतुलित आहार पररवार 
के ववलिन्न सदस्यों से लििवाते है|

शरीर को रोगों से बचाये,
करे ऊर्ाा का संचार!
तन सरृ्न में हो सहयोगी,
वही है संतुलित आहार!

A,B,C,D तो हमने सीखी,
अब ववटालमनों में, इन्हें स्वीकार करो!
A-रतौन्धी, B-बेरी बेरी, C-स्कवी,
D से ररकेटस ् रोगों का प्रततकार करो!
E और K को भी पाने को,
पीिी, हरी फि सब्जर्यां हम खायें!
खतनर् िवण को भी शालमि कर,
हर बीमारी को दरू भगाये!

शरीर सरृ्न को उचचत गतत दें,
दगु्ध उत्पाद, दािे अपनाये!
मछिी और अंडे से भी,
प्रोटीन को शरीर में पहुचाए!ं

ऊर्ाा का भरपूर स्रोत
वसा, काबास ् को पहचाने!
सभी अनार्ो का करे सेवन,
घी तेि से शब्तत हम मागें!

रेशे की भूलमका भी,
कभी न र्ाए भूि!
पाचन को र्ो दे गतत,
ऐसे फि खाये भरपूर!
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र्ि बबन न र्ीवन कही,ं
बात नही ये अंर्ानी!
दो ततहाई धरती और
दो ततहाई हम भी पानी!
पानी बबन न चिे क्रिया,
पानी बबन सब सून!
7 से 8 ग्िास पानी,
वपये सभी र्रूर!

र्ंक फूड का त्याग करे,
पौब्टटकता का रखे ध्यान!
इन पंचतत्वो और पानी को
भोर्न में दे यथोचचत ् स्थान!

पोषक तत्वो से संचचत हो,
होगा शरीर का शे्रटठ ववकास!
स्वस्थ शरीर मे ही होता प्रबि,
स्वस्थ ववचारो का प्रकाश!

(स्वरचचत एवं मौलिक रचना)
।। राधा गुप्ता।।
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5 CREATIVITY the Cause, INNOVATION the Effect

However, what is interesting is the true essence of who is who.

A creative person is someone who can generate new concepts or art but may not

actually utilise this creation. An innovator on the other hand, makes use of new

ideas but may not be capable of generating them. This person is typically skilled

at grasping the vision behind the creation and further translating it to

effectively publicise it in a tone that suits the audience. For example, a writer is

a creative person because s/he has the ability to create fresh written content.

But it will take an innovator’s insight to adapt the created content in versions

that usually get it published and thereby, solve a challenging situation, educate,

or inform the masses and most specifically generate a monetary outcome.

In several instances, these two types of ideators, viz., the creator and the

innovator, pair up as a team to present the idea to opportunities. However, it

could also be possible to that both these traits are present in the same person.

These people could be visualised as start-up founders or entrepreneurs.

Mar 2022 – May 2022

According to the Cambridge Dictionary,

the term “creativity” can be defined as

the ability to produce original and

unusual ideas. Similarly, “innovation”

has been explained as the use of a new

idea or method. On careful inspection we

realise that both these definitions rely on

some aspect involving new/original ideas.

So how can we demonstrate creativity and innovation every day?

Many of us try our best to make our everyday work and living environments

perfect, don’t we? But why does it happen that after a certain period of time the

same perfection tends to seem monotonous or dull? Luckily the rest of us give

us the cue that they must be handling this everyday routine differently. From a

study conducted it was observed that by introducing creativity and innovation

in our every day lives can help keep up the liveliness.

Here are 3 easy ways we can explore this approach to maintain that spark:

1. Set at least 1 thought to action every day

2. Question your assumptions

3. Ask yourself, how your superhuman self would respond

Why not explore the Scientist in You through this Book

Managing the Scientist in Your Child

Could creativity exist without innovation? The answer is

yes! An artist can create new artwork like paintings or

music pieces or even as simple as a non-plagiarised

essay assignment. But is the vice-versa applicable? Can

there be innovation without a creative idea? It is very

hard to imagine! Creativity is the first step to innovation

bearing a cause-effect relationship, where creativity is

the cause, or the source and innovation is effect or result.

- Chetan Gogia
Entrepreneur

Chetan is the founder of an Innovation 

Start-up: C&N Acoustics Ltd

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1701515040
https://candnacoustics.co.uk/
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6 Laughter is the Best (Preventive) Medicine 

Benefits of laughter:

Physiological benefits: Laughter is considered to be therapeutically healer

and a significant form of preventive and complimentary medicine, providing

natural defences against illnesses. Scientifically speaking, humour and

laughter increases the production of certain hormones like endorphins and

neurotransmitters, while decreasing the levels of others associated with the

stress including cortisone, epinephrine (adrenaline) and dopamine.

Emotional benefits: Physiological changes in hormonal levels results in

production of positive impact on moods. Laughter takes the focus away from

anger, guilt, stress, and/or any kind of negative emotions in a more beneficial

way in comparison to any other mere distractions.

Physical benefits: Laughter gives an effect akin to the physical exercise by

involving the movements of diaphragm, abdominal contractions, works out

the shoulders, and leaving other body muscles relaxed. It also provides a good

workout for the heart. Laughter increases the number of antibody-producing

cells enhances the effectiveness of T cells. A good belly laugh exercise, thus,

stimulates antibody production and thereby strengthen overall immunity.

Social benefits: Laughter improves inter-communication, cooperation and

empathy in the social circuit. Just like smiling and kindness, even laughter is

contagious. By elevating the moods of those around, one can hep in reducing

the stress and perhaps improve the quality of social interaction.

Mar 2022 – May 2022

Every year on the first Sunday in May, World Laughter Day is

observed to promote awareness about laughter and its numerous

health benefits. This day emphasizes the value of laughing and its

healing effects. Laughter Clubs, especially, promotes this concept

through deliberate laughing methods to aid health and wellness.

Laughter is proven to enhance the state of physical, emotional and mental

well-being. With modern lifestyle, relieving the pressure and stress goes

hand-in-hand, and laughing around fifteen minutes daily proves to be stress

booster along with strengthening the immune system.

- Lalit Sharma
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Types of laughter:

Spontaneous laughter is triggered by the external

stimuli and positive emotions.

Stimulated laughter occurs as a result of the

physical contact or reflex action including tickling.

Induced laughter is of a chemical nature, induced by

inhalation of laughing gas (nitrous oxide)

Pathological laughter is often associated with

crying and tends to be uncontrollable and excessive,

and sometimes arise out of neurological ailments.

Voluntary simulated laughter is the refreshing

approach followed by the Laughter’s Club, wherein it

is triggered by oneself at own’s free will (self-induced)

Mar 2022 – May 2022

Here are some proverbs on laughter from across the globe;

By the way, the science and study of laughter 

is called Gelotology.

What soap is to the body, laughter is to the soul

~ Yiddish Proverb

You will never be punished for making people die of laughter

~ Chinese Proverb

He who flatters with laughter wants to see you cry

~ Moroccan Proverb

The tears of an heir are laughter under a mask

~ Latin Proverb

The laughter of a child is the light of a house

~ African Proverb

All things are cause for either laughter or weeping

~ Latin Proverb

A small cottage wherein laughter lives is worth more than a castle full of tears

~ Chinese Proverb

The laughter of someone pining for his beloved is like that of someone who is always crying

~ Indonesian Proverb

A poor joke must invent its own laughter

~ Latin Proverb

How lovely is the sun after rain, and how lovely is laughter after sorrow

~ Tunisian Proverb

No one was ever hurt by laughter

~ Japanese Proverb

A house without a dog, a cat, or a little child is a house without joy or laughter

~ Scottish Proverb

Where there is laughter happiness likes to be

~ Japanese Proverb
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7 Tea Composition
Camellia sinensis and Camellia assamica

The plant is an evergreen tree or shrub which can grow to a height of 30

to 50 feet. It grows well in tropical and warm temperate climates having

plenty of rainfall. Assam and Bengal plantations get plenty of rainfall

50-150 inches and 100-200 inches respectively. The temperature

between 70-90 degrees Fahrenheit is excellent. The type of soil suitable

for tea is light sandy and stiff clayey types. The pH of the soil is 5.2-5.6

acidic is good for tea plants. The soil must be well drained.

Mar 2022 – May 2022

Chemical composition of Tea:

Tea contains caffeine like alkaloid called theine 2-5%, a volatile oil and 14-

28% tannin. The volatile oil and the alkaloid theine dissolves quickly in hot

water give a refreshing and stimulating beverage. It relieves the body fatigue.

- O. P. Sinha 
PGT CHEMISTRY, KVS (Retd.)

Tea is the most popular beverage.

It is believed to be indigenous to south-western China,

north-eastern India – Assam and adjoining areas of upper Myanmar.

Tea belongs to a family Theaceae.
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Preparation of Tea:

1. Withering: Harvested fresh leaves are sent to the factories for

withering for about 24 hrs on well ventilated indoor shelves or racks in

presence of sun or warm air.

2. Rolling: Withered leaves are sent to the rolling machines.

3. Fermentation: Rolled mass of curled tea leaves are spread out in

cool, moist fermentation rooms. They are usually covered to keep them

warm 70-80 degrees Fahrenheit.

4. Drying and Firing: The fermented leaves are conveyed through air

chambers at 130 degrees Fahrenheit for 30-40 minutes.

5. Grading: The tea prepared in the manner mentioned above is graded

into various kinds.

6. Blending: Blending is an art by which the different qualities of a

particular tea brand produced in a tea estate are blended together to give

a uniform product.

. 

Tea – Parts of the Plant:

A: Habitat B: Terminal bud C: Seedlings D & E: Branchlets with flowers

F: Flower G: A flower without petals, androecium and one and half sepals

H: Transections of immature fruits I: Fruit J: Seeds

Types of Tea:

1 Black tea, 

2 Green tea,

3 Oolong tea,

4 Letpet tea

https://www.fortyonetea.co.uk/pages/how-tea-is-made
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/321426056_Names_of_Assam_tea_Their_priority_typification_and_nomenclatural_notes/figures?lo=1
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8 Announcements

Mar 2022 – May 2022

Extend Your Helping Hands!

World Water Day 2022 | Slogan Writing Competition

A Perfect Gift this festive season to show that 
you believe in the Budding Scientists of Future! 

https://vigyansetufoundation.in/contribute/
https://vigyansetufoundation.in/world-water-day-2022-slogan-writing-competition/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1701515040?fbclid=IwAR27VREP2XbVK5wB_Uuwhl_JIZ3_s0KxYD7wGMmk2TqNKIGhEWmCR1s6eH0
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